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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

● Cardstock:  Basic Black (121045); Basic White (159276), Crumb
Cake (120953); Garden Green (102584); Mint Macaron (138337);
Petal Pink (146985); Pumpkin Pie (105117); Real Red (102482); So
Saffron (105118); Soft Suede (115318)

● Designer Paper: Gingham Cottage (159651)
● Accessories: Baker’s Twine Essentials Pack (155475)
● Tools: Design a Treat Box Dies (159894); Gnomes Dies (159625);

Tailor Made Tags Dies (155563); Paper Trimmer (152392); Paper
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Snips (103579); Bone Folder (102300); Stampin’ Cut & Emboss
Machine (149653)

● Miscellaneous: Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755), Mini Stampin’
Dimensionals (144108), Tear & Tape (154031); (peanut butter
bats/trees/eggs)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. For each box, start with a 1-1/2” x 6-5/8” piece of cardstock.  (Use Pumpkin Pie for
bat box, Real Red for deer box, and So Saffron for bunny box.)  On the short side,
score at 1/4” and 1-1/4”.  On the long side, score at 2-1/2” and 4-1/8”, then use Paper
Snips to snip in as far as the 1/4” score line.  Snip the long tabs at a slight angle, as
shown.  Fold in along all score lines and burnish with Bone Folder and set aside.

2. For each box, use the Tailor Made Tag Dies to die-cut 2 tags (approx. 1-5/8” x 3-1/4”)
from coordinating cardstock.  Die-cut 2 “eyelets” from contrasting cardstock. (Use
Basic Black for bat box, Garden Green for deer box, and Mint Macaron for bunny
box.)  Adhere “eyelets” to tags with Multipurpose Liquid Glue.

3.  Use Multipurpose Liquid Glue to adhere tags to scored cardstock strips to create
boxes.

4. For each gnome, use Gnomes Dies to cut a beard from Basic White cardstock and
a nose from Petal Pink cardstock.  Die-cut feet from Basic Black, Garden Green and
Mint Macaron cardstock.  Die-cut hats from DSP.  Adhere hats, beards and feet with
Multipurpose Liquid Glue.  Adhere noses with Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals.

5.  For bat: Use Design a Treat Box Dies to cut two sets of bat wings from Basic Black
cardstock.  Adhere the wings together (back to back) with Multipurpose Liquid Glue.

Adhere to back of gnome, then adhere gnome to front of treat box.



6. For deer: Use Design a Treat Box Dies to cut antlers from Soft Suede cardstock.
Adhere to back of gnome, then adhere to front of treat box.

7.  For bunny: Use Design a Treat Box Dies to cut two sets of bunny ears from Crumb
Cake cardstock.  Die cut one set of ears from Petal Pink cardstock.  Apply small strips
of Tear & Tape to the back of one set of bunny ears.  (The back side of the ears are
marked with an “x” in photos below.)  Adhere the second set of bunny ears (without
the “insides”) over the first, so they are back to back.  Adhere just the Petal Pink
“insides” to the front of the bunny ears.  Adhere to back of gnome, then adhere to
front of treat box.



8.  Tuck treat inside box, then tie the top closed with Baker’s Twine.


